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MISSION STATEMENT

ALISON FOAT

Dance for All’s mission is to provide children
in historically disadvantaged communities with
the opportunity for enjoyment, empowerment
and the promotion of self esteem through
the medium of dance, as well as training
professional dancers and developing a
unique, indigenous dance company.

MESSAGE FROM OUR
HONORARY LIFE PATRON
ARCHBISHOP EMERITUS DESMOND M TUTU
2010 was the year we again brought the world
to South Africa with the Soccer World Cup.
Competing with this event was Dance for All, with
all its challenges and more significantly,
its rewards.
Dance for All has reached the milestone age
of 20 years – a feat not accomplished by many
organisations in South Africa, whose intention was
effecting positive social change.

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

Growing and sustaining an organisation such as
this takes dedication, love and enormous skill in
dealing with a very broad base of role players,
from the students to the teachers and extending
beyond its walls to the individuals, companies
and trusts who support the organisation. This
family is extended even beyond the borders of
South Africa, to Philip Boyd’s valuable network of
friends. Guest teachers often visit Dance for All to
work with this special group of children, afforded
this extraordinary opportunity to make something

of their lives through such an enjoyable but
empowering medium – dance.
So it is that Dance for All also brings the world to
South Africa by inviting the skills, teaching and
choreography of guests from other countries and
unlocking a bigger world of opportunities for its
students.
Last but not least, I enjoyed the Gala performance
and tribute to the late Prima Ballerina Assoluta,
Phyllis Spira, who continues to be an inspiration to
us all. She was proudly South African and played
an essential role by unselfishly sharing her skill
to make Dance for All an organisation true to its
mission.
God bless you
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Dance can work its magic on all ages.
The impact that Dance for All has had on the
children in our communities, is immeasurable.
We can tally the number of children that take
part and are untiringly involved. We can tally the
number of gogos, aunties, uncles and cousins
that enjoy the annual concerts, the number
of brothers and sisters following in their older
siblings’ footsteps and the number of accolades
that Dance for All receives monthly. All these are
recognised. However, the most touching story I’ve
experienced this year is one that I would like to
share with you.
Margie Sim has been a teacher at Dance for
All since 2002, and teaches the specialised
ballet classes at DFA’s Dance Centre in Athlone.
Recently Margie did a piece called Xenophobia,
choreographed for her intermediate and
advanced students.

They were entered into the Western Province
Dance Teachers Association (WPDTA)
Eisteddfod, making us all so proud by getting into
the finals.
Margie wrote this piece because of the anger
these students felt towards the refugees when
xenophobia first raised its ugly head in the
townships. After the two months of writing this
piece and working with the students’ feelings,
they now have a different attitude towards
refugees in South Africa – an ideal model of
change, not in a socio-economic sense, but in
mindset, which is possibly the most challenging,
but vital part of the process.
This is a wonderful example of the impact that
DFA’s teachers, staff and dance classes has
had on our young people. To all Dance for All
teachers, “Well done for keeping DFA’s heart alive
with such spectacular vision!”

DFA BONNIEVALE

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMME

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

I was nominated as one of the finalists for the Johnny
Walker Celebrating Strides Award in the Arts &
Culture category. This prestigious event took place at
Turbine Hall in Newtown, Johannesburg in April. In
April and May two of our Ballet groups took part in
the Cape Town Ballet Eisteddfods and did extremely
well indeed under the careful guidance of Margie
Sim and Ingrid Carlson.
We were also visited by well-known dancer, Carlos
dos Santos, originally from Brazil and ex principal
dancer with the Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble.
Carlos now works in New York. He worked with our
Contemporary Ballet and Ballet Programme students
as well as at the Cape Academy of Performing
Arts. From 4 August – 1 September 2010, Bim
Malcomson, a freelance dance teacher from the UK
who works with the Royal Ballet students as “Artist in
Education” came and worked on our Rural Outreach
Programme for a few days. She also taught two
classes at DFA in Athlone.

CEO’S
REPORT
PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

CEO’S REPORT
PHILIP BOYD
It is with much joy that I reflect on the work over
this past financial year at Dance for All. Each year
there is a growth spurt within the organisation just
as there is with youth moving rapidly into adult life.
I’m extremely proud of the growth and maturity of
some of our DFA staff members who have taken
the opportunities they were given and really grown
into good role models, now empowering so many
others within our organisation. The ethos that I
always tried to instill at DFA is one of complete
dedication, discipline, determination, honesty,
loyalty, a good work ethic and most importantly a
passion that ignites passion in others.
We work through problems and find positive
solutions, always. There continues to be a
demand and incredible need for positive activities
for young children in all the areas we teach and
for putting energy in the right direction, which DFA
certainly does in abundance. Of course funding is
always a challenge when there is an opportunity
to expand to another service point.
From January to July we had two internship
students; the first was Kerri Jackson from the UK

who taught contemporary dance to students on
our outreach programmes in the greater Cape
Town areas. Alongside Kerri another volunteer,
Tamara Johnson from the USA, taught salsa to
our students and both became the first two guest
teachers to present their work as part of our Annual
Fund events. The other intern was Kayla Stander
from the Marquette University in Milwaukee,
USA, who lent her skills to our administrative and
management team.
Our eighth Stepping Out tour took place from
5 – 11 April 2010 in Swellendam, Bonnievale,
Barrydale and Montagu. Various groups of
DFA students from our Cape Town and Rural
Outreach Programmes performed on this tour.
These performances once again brought much
excitement to these towns! Due to this tour one of
our young male students, Siphe November was
offered an amazing chance to attend the Canadian
National Ballet School’s Summer School in Toronto,
thanks to the magnanimous sponsorship by a
private family from Canada. This resulted in Siphe
being offered a place at this very prestigious ballet
school for the remainder of his schooling.

Each year within DFA
I can see more of a
fine-tuning taking place
which is all a process and
part of raising and setting
higher standards.
On 5 June 2010 a group of DFA students performed
together with many other dance studios in a
fundraising performance for Cape Town City
Ballet called Dancers for Dancers. On 11 June we
auditioned DFA students for the newly-formed Young
InSPIRAtions performing group sponsored by the
National Arts Council. This group has been formed
to give talented students the chance to work with
different teachers and choreographers and build
up a repertoire of unique choreographic work to be
performed publicly.
On 26 July we had a visit from the Ballet Master
of the Royal Ballet of Flanders, former SA dancer
Deon Louw. In August we received two volunteers
from Berlin, Jana Grabner and Nicola Jansen who
were sourced by an international organisation,
SAGENet, to be with us for a year. On 11 August
DFA welcomed Naomi van Rooyen to our staff as our
receptionist and my PA.
In September DTV did an interview with me, which
was aired in February 2011. We also had various

matric students doing their job shadowing projects
here. On 22 September we hosted an official
from the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund
and welcomed the opportunity to show him our
programmes.
Bursuries were most generously offered to two of
our male Rural Outreach Programme students,
Aviwe and Thuthu November, who Fiona Sargeant
taught in Montagu. The bursaries were granted
by Director, Debbie Turner, of the Cape Academy
of Performing Arts, to attend her excellent dance
academy here in Cape Town for three years. They
still require funding for living expenses.
On 9 October a group of our DFA students
performed at the Zonnebloem Nezt High School
fundraising event. Our AGM took place at DFA
in Athlone on 13 November and on the 27th, our
annual end of year performance at the Joseph
Stone Theatre. This was very well supported
by our Friends of DFA and general public. On
29 November the Artistic Director of the Royal
Academy of Dance in London, Lynn Wallis visited,
together with the RAD Administrator, Olivia Lume
from Johannesburg and Sheila Stirling, the Cape
Town organiser.
Each year DFA is blessed with wonderful
opportunities to host guest teachers. Lucy
Nicholson and Helen Linsell from the UK were
with DFA for a month and worked on the outreach
programme, creating a choreographic work that
was performed at our end of year production. One
of our ballet teachers, Ingrid Carlson introduced
her ICB Training Programme in association with
DFA. A series of examinations with an external
examiner was held at DFA in October. Well known
professional dancer, Simone Muller was the
examiner. She is also an ex InSPIRAtions Dance
Company member. In December we hosted a
party for the all the Specialised Dance Programme
students.
Each year within DFA I can see more of a finetuning taking place which is all a process and part
of raising and setting higher standards. Various
specialised dance programmes were introduced
to the DFA programme for those students who
are more serious about their training. So we now
have an African Contemporary Programme,
a Ballet Programme and a Contemporary
Ballet Programme. These specialised dance
programmes all take place at our DFA Dance
Centre in Athlone every afternoon during the
week as well as on Saturdays. We transport these
particular dance students to our studios each
afternoon with two of our DFA vehicles and return
these students back to the townships after their
respective dance classes.

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

In February and March 2011 we had three
guest teachers. The first, Pascale Michelet from
Paris who danced with the world renowned
choreographer, William Forsyth’s company in
Frankfurt for ten years. Then we had two former
Royal Ballet dancers, Angela de Mello and
Anthony Wright who now work in Italy. They
taught various groups of our Specialised Dance
Programme students. On an ongoing basis we
have volunteers applying to come and work at DFA
from all over the world. We thank all of them, who
give us such valuable support so generously in
assisting with the various duties that are given to
them.
An extremely exciting development and a real
milestone for DFA in this financial year has been
the establishment of our in-house Teacher Training
Programme which started in January 2011. I felt
the need for this course years ago but we were just
not in a position then to offer and run it. At last this
has been made possible and is being run by wellknown ballet teacher Gillian Joubert who taught at
the Pretoria National School of the Arts and later
at the Pretoria Technikon’s Dance Department for
many years.

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

organisation especially in the economic times we
have all gone through globally and are still going
through in this country. How very fortunate we
are in having our Fundraising Manager, Rebecca
Meyer who has done a wonderful job in getting the
necessary funding we require to run DFA. Without
a strong, supportive and loyal management team
DFA would not have reached the heights it has
over these past 20 years, so I thank all my staff
but especially our Company Manager, Marlene
Carstens for her consistent work in keeping all our
general financial management and statements in
order.
There has been great progress with our Rural
Outreach Programme in McGregor, Bonnievale,
Zolani (near Montagu) and Barrydale. Nigel Lucas
spent time in each of these rural towns working
with the various teachers and students. This
will continue and be expanded on as it is great
support to teachers and students in these outlying
areas.
On 22 February 2011 we had a visit by the Chief
Executive Officer of the Royal Academy of Dance,
Luke Rittner, together with the Financial Director
of the RAD in London, Richard Thom and the
administrator of the RAD in Johannesburg,
Olivia Lume
Many of the dancers we trained have done so
well. Noluyanda Mqulwana is now dancing in a
production of The Lion King in Singapore, another
Bathembo Myira is also in The Lion King in
Germany. Former DFA Youth Company member,
Xola Putye is now senior soloist with Cape Town
City Ballet and Tusile Tenza also dancing with
Cape Town City Ballet. Nceba Ngubombini is in
a musical in Switzerland and Mbulelo Ndabeni
is with the Rambert Dance Company in London.
These and many more former students of DFA are
all testament to the work being done by the DFA
team, creating so many wonderful opportunities
and giving so many young children the chance
of a better life. What better investment is this for a
positive future in this country?

In February 2011, DFA had two talented external
male students joining our organisation. They are
Bradley Zeelie and Llewellyn Afrika. They now take
part in a specially devised dance programme as
well as the new Teacher Training Programme.

To all our sponsors and especially the National
Lottery Distribution Trust Fund, from which we
receive the bulk of our funding, we thank you
for your vision in supporting the work we do that
makes such a valuable difference to so many
children’s lives. To all those private sponsors that
have partnered with DFA, we thank you for your
continued support. I would like to pay my respects
to our DFA Board who have given of their valuable
professional time this past year.

Funding: This is one of the most vitally important
and necessary aspects of running any non-profit

So it’s onwards and upwards into another exciting
and challenging year ahead.

GALA TRIBUTE
PHILIP BOYD

The Two Decades, One InSPIRAtion gala
was a highlight in our year for 2010 and this
really celebrated the work of DFA and the life
of a legend in paying tribute to the late Prima
Ballerina Assoluta, Phyllis Spira OMSG and to
the past twenty years of DFA. This production
was held at the Artscape Opera house on
1 August 2010 and showcased the high
standard of work that has been achieved within
the organisation together with former CAPAB
Ballet dancers and other dance institutions
such as the UCT School of Dance, Cape Junior
Ballet, Cape Town City Ballet, Jazzart Dance
Theatre, dancers from the former InSPIRAtions
Dance Company, La Rosa Spanish Dance
Theatre and The Cape Dance Company.
Two Decades, One InSPIRAtion took over a
year to put together and this was done with
the assistance and direction of the very well
known Opera Diva, Aviva Pelham and the

well known producer Teddy Davies and my
dedicated team of staff, with Chris Kindo and
myself producing the event. This very special
performance was graced by VIP guests, our
Honorary Life Patron Archbishop Emeritus
Desmond Tutu and the then Premier of the
Western Cape, Helen Zille. They both gave
the most moving speeches and paid tribute to
Phyllie and myself.
Two Decades, One InSPIRAtion was everything
and more in all I had envisioned, making this
the milestone it was and I thank all of those
who contributed so much of their time and
effort in making it a great success.
During the last weekend the very well known
doyenne of dance journalists Adrienne Sichel
came to visit DFA from Johannesburg and
wrote an article on the work of DFA for FMR’s
Classic Feel magazine.

CAPE TOWN OUTREACH
HOPE NONGQONGQO

2010 - The year of CELEBRATION, of
REMEMBRANCE and the year to show the
world how far we have come through tough
times, rainy days and happy days.
Dance for All continues to serve low income
communities and still gives opportunities
to its youth to live a better life and enrich
them with knowledge and skills. Not only do
we teach dance but we give our students
a sense of pride and discipline so they can
lead the children of this nation to a brighter
future. The number of students we teach
have increased. We are in demand and that
shows that we really do make a difference,
which gives us true joy. Challenges will
always be knocking on the door and
allowing themselves in without being invited.
We have to deal with social problems that
are facing our students and DFA is always
there to help in any way we can, but of
course in order for DFA to grow, it has to
beat those challenges. We have managed to
do that for 20 years!
We also continue to work with volunteers

and guest teachers from our networks
nationally and internationally. Their
contribution and dedication has made a
difference among our students. Thumbs up
to you! The mark you left with us will stay.
From March to June 2010 our volunteers
from overseas were Kerri Jackson, Tamara
Johnson, Lucy Nicolson, Helen Linsell,
Carlos Dos Santos and Bim Malcomson.
They taught in the township and worked
very hard to lift the standard of Dance for All.
In September 2010 we welcomed two
volunteers from Germany, Jana Grabner
and Nicola Jansen, who assist us with office
duties and performances. Jana and Nicola
have been helpful in getting our costume
wardrobe coded and organised.
In April the annual Stepping Out tour
was again a highlight and we are always
looking forward to performing in the little
towns of Barrydale, Swellendam, Montagu
and Bonnievale. The students showed
professionalism in every performance and

June through to August were months of hard
work, intensive training and rehearsals for
Dance for All’s 20th Anniversary Celebration,
which was also a tribute to a legend, Prima
Ballerina Assoluta, Phyllis Spira. Students
worked hard knowing that they will be
performing with professional people. They
knew it was a privilege to share a stage
with professional dancers from different
companies but most of all they did it to say
thank you to Phyllis Spira, the person who
taught them well and who shared words of
wisdom for a prosperous career.

work under tremendous challenges and
pressure to make sure that all students get
to dance classes and safely back home.
They sometimes have to dodge obstacles
lying on the road because of strikes and
other problems in the townships. Thank you
for your patience and understanding. Thank
you also to all the schools that we teach
at for allowing us to use the space and
mostly a big thank you to all the students of
DFA for allowing teachers to pass on their
knowledge. We will always put Dance for All
at the top and will go stronger and further.
Working together we will do it!

In November the DFA students were given
a chance to showcase their choreographic
work. They had to choose their music
and organise their own costumes to give
them a sense of responsibility and ability.
They were also given an opportunity to
express themselves through their own
style, to promote self confidence, create
self discipline and most of all to create
enjoyment for what we do.
On 27 November we had our annual
end of year performance at the Joseph
Stone Theatre which is always a hit. The
performance went very well, and it gave
all the students from the ages of five to 24
years old from the townships in which we
work, a chance to showcase their talent. We
currently have service points in Gugulethu,
Khayelitsha, Langa and Nyanga and had
132 students who participated in the show.
We were pleased with the turn out of the
audience who enjoyed the performance.
The whole venue had an atmosphere of
joy, laughter and happiness, which is what
Dance for All is all about.
A special mention has to be made about
our reliable drivers, Danny Daniels (who
has worked tirelessly for DFA for five years)
and Alphonso van der Merwe, both of whom

RICHARD OLIVIER
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town. The aim of the tour was only about
dance but also about cultural exchanges.
They work so hard to get selected to be
part of the tour as we have to choose
from hundreds of children. A big bow and
round of applause goes to them for their
commitment to making the tour a success.

AFRICAN
CONTEMPORARY
PROGRAMME
HOPE NONGQONGQO

In June they got the great opportunity to work
with professional people, Lucy Nicholson and
Helen Linsell from the United Kingdom. They
choreographed two very interesting dance
items called Moments Interrupted and Impulse
which they performed at Celebrating Two
Decades, our end of year production at the
Joseph Stone Theatre. Both groups, the jun-

iors and the seniors, took part in this end
of year production, which was very good.
They displayed professionalism throughout
the rehearsals and on the day of the performance. The teachers and students were
very proud of what they have achieved, but
most important of all, the students had fun!
These students are often requested to
perform at corporate functions and in the
community. Every performance gives them
a confidence boost and the opportunity to
showcase their talent.

RICHARD OLIVIER

We are introducing development workshops
through which the students learn how to live
life positively. They will be introduced to and
given basic tools for coping in their circumstances. We are dealing with children who
face serious social challenges and this will
give them opportunities to see beyond their
circumstances. It will also sometimes provide
the individual attention they need. An in-house
counselor would be fantastic as this would
help us to aid these students on the level
required in terms of their needs. We do not
currently have funding for a full time social
worker. By working with them through dance,
we do see tremendous change in attitude and
confidence, but we often want to do so much
more to help and need to remember that we
are dance teachers. We are not equipped with
the necessary skills to help them deal with all
their challenges. We therefore welcome the
workshops brought to us by volunteers who
specialise in social, emotional and personal
development and lend their skills to help our
students.

RICHARD OLIVIER

The African Contemporary Programme students continue to amaze us as teachers. They
are so dedicated and take ownership of what
they are doing. They have grown and acquired so much confidence over the past year.
Bruno Wani continues to give them intensive
training in the daily classes and the improvement is visible and consistent.

BALLET PROGRAMME
MARGIE SIM

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

Over all this year has been very successful for my
students. The highlight was certainly the
20 year anniversary Two Decades, One
InSPIRAtion performance, held in August at the
Artscape Theatre. My pupils danced in five different
numbers. This really stretched them, but they
danced very well and had a wonderful experience.
Let’s start at the beginning though. March 2010
was a busy month getting ready for the yearly
Stepping Out tour in April. My advanced ballet
pupils performed three numbers:
•
•

•

What’s Wrong - A wonderful comedy.
Excerpts from Refugees – a piece I
choreographed to try and help my pupils
understand that they can welcome foreigners
(refugees) into a community without feeling
threatened. They learned that a few individuals
in that community can change people’s
feelings from negative to positive.
And Russian Dance from the Sleeping Beauty.

All three of these dances are incredibly demanding,

both technically and from an acting point of view and the dancers worked very hard to achieve both.
All in all, the tour was a great success.

contemporary class in the Horton Technique, and
Debbie Turner’s Company performing a number
that he had choreographed for them.

March was also a bad month for chicken pox
in Nyanga. To see malnourished children cope
with this disease was heart breaking. One of my
talented younger boys also broke his leg in the
previous December holidays and in March I finally
managed to get his mother to have it operated on
and put in plaster. I don’t know whether he will ever
walk properly again, let alone dance.

I entered my Refugees number for the 2010
WPDTA Eisteddfod, but when the pupils arrived
for the competition one of them was injured. I had
to rearrange everything but we received a High
Diploma and were entered into the Finals.

Our Saturday, events aimed at Friends of DFA
are also proving to be very popular. My students
performed Refugees (now titled Xenophobia)
and one of them explained how they now feel
more positive about foreign nationals in their
communities. We had the taxi strike at the end
of March and this meant we couldn’t go into the
townships, which I always find very frustrating!
At the beginning of May we had another very
successful Friends of DFA event with Carlos
dos Santos giving my advanced pupils a

The dance class at the Walter Teka Primary School
in Nyanga was getting too big for me to cope with
alone, and I couldn’t teach all my classes, plus so
many beginners. I set Asanda Mabayi up to teach
the beginners class on the days I was not there, so
many more children can be accommodated.
During the World Cup we used the long six-week
school holidays to have our usual Winter Workshop
and rehearse for the gala. The pupils really rose to
the occasion which was very rewarding.
Gillian Joubert, one of the leading classical ballet
teachers in the country and who had been lecturing
at the Tswane Technikon has retired in Grabouw –

a blessing to DFA! I brought her on board to teach
my advanced pupils once a week, which frees me
up to teach the 22 new students in the beginners
class that I have just started in Athlone.
At the end of the year I gave my Nyanga pupils
their usual Christmas party with wonderful clothes
as presents donated by a friend of Dance For All,
Debbie Smuts. They were so thrilled!
We started back in January and Gillian Joubert
commenced The DFA Teachers Training
Programme on three mornings a week for the year.
I’m so thrilled because we have young potential
teachers who need this vital training. My pupils
are straight back into “technique, technique,
technique” because I am working on the Peasant
pas de Deux from Giselle, which needs to be ready
for the Stepping Out tour and the Mirlitons from
Sleeping Beauty. I am beginning to see some really
capable teenagers developing from the groups I
am teaching - some potential dancers but most
of them confident lovely human beings, who have
come from very difficult backgrounds, and this
makes it all worthwhile!

Philip also invited me to work with the
Contemporary Ballet Programme. The eight
dancers in this group were auditioned and
chosen in 2009 for their talent and determination
to further their dance careers with more intense
and varied training. So I joined Philip and
Noluyanda Mqulwana in working with this talented
group of dancers and created a piece called
Cape Swing for the 20th Anniversary Gala.
Danced to the Benny Goodman classic Sing,
Sing, Sing, it is a fun, jazzy piece with a local,
township flavour.

The end of year
performance at the Joseph
Stone Theatre was a
wonderful success with
all the teachers providing
excellent choreography.
The girls loved performing Cape Swing, which
in turn excited the audience and it was during
this time that I realised that this really is a special
group of children. I am talking about the entire
Dance for All project. Everyone’s ability and
determination, against all odds, just blew me
away!
I spent 2010 on crutches after a knee operation.
Yet, in spite of this, I was welcomed with open
arms to be on the DFA staff. Thank you Philip,
Marlene, Rebecca and all the staff at DFA,
including the teachers and drivers for making
me feel like part of a huge family. After years
of freelancing, I have found a home! And to
the children, I am hard on you but that is only
because I want the best for you and I love all of
you!!!!!
The Contemporary Ballet Programme students
receive sound training in ballet, contemporary,
jazz and, what I specialise in, which is afro
contemporary fusion. This style incorporates all
of the above and more and results in a uniquely
South African technique.
The end of year performance at the Joseph Stone

Theatre was a wonderful success with all the
teachers providing excellent choreography. It was
during the gala and this end of year performance
that I realised how big and vital DFA really is.
Margie, Ingrid, Hope and Bruno, I am proud to be
working with you all!
2010 also marks the year we had auditions for
Young InSPIRAtions, DFA’s performing group. The
members of this group are largely chosen from
the Specialised Dance Programme at DFA. 20 of
the most promising dancers were selected. They
have the talent, the technique, the dedication and
the discipline to further their careers to a more
professional level. They have the opportunity
to work with well-known local and international
teachers and choreographers and to build an
extensive repertoire, but most importantly, to
prepare them for the world stage and decision
making – possibly such as which institution to
attend once they have finished school and their
time at DFA.

CONTEMPORARY
BALLET PROGRAMME
CHRISTOPHER KINDO

At the beginning of 2011 we started work on a
piece called Imvula, meaning ‘rain’ and based on
the poem by Eugene Marais called Die Dans van
die Reen. The piece features on the programme
for the 2011 Step Out Tour, which also includes
works by Noluyanda Mqulwana, choreographed
before she joined an international production of
The Lion King, alongside works by Margie Sim,
Bruno Wani and Fiona Sargeant.
I will be employed on a more full time basis in
2011 and I’m already loving it! In addition to
everyday afternoon classes, we also started
morning classes for the full time students who
finished school last year and for the DFA teachers
still wanting to do class. It has turned out to be
very successful. These morning classes prove
that dance, choreography and teaching, is an
ongoing learning process and we are never too
old, or too experienced to learn.
After morning class there is a special period I
call “play time”. During this time we choreograph,
workshop and improvise. It’s then that some
amazing moments happen. We discover
weaknesses and strengths and through this
process I created a beautiful solo on Lewelln
Afrika, called In My Head. The piece is in the
process of being extended to a more substantial
work, using all the boys.
Training for Young InSPIRAtions occurs on Friday
and Saturday afternoons. Another creative time
for me teaching and choreographing!
With an old and new repertoire, how much
happier could I be?

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

2010! The year Philip Boyd asked me to do some
choreography and assist with the 20th anniversary
gala production, Two Decades, One InSPIRAtion,
a tribute to the great Phyllis Spira and also the 20th
year celebration of Dance for All.

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

ICB IN ASSOCIATION
WITH DFA
INGRID CARLSON

The students on the Ingrid Carlson Ballet Training
Programme in association with Dance for all
are very keen to work, love their ballet classes,
examinations and performing and are evidently
committed.
In August 2010 a tribute to Phyllis Spira was held
at the Artscape Opera House. The piece, Comings
and Goings was performed by young dancers
on my ICB Training Programme. The music was
composed by Leon Minkus and the young dancers
performed the piece with technical assurance and
artistry. It received a most favourable response
from both the audience and dance professionals.
This ballet was also performed at the TDA
Eisteddfod and won the trophy for the Best
Overall Classical Ballet Group. All dancers
from level A entered examinations in the ICB
Training Programme. There was a 100% pass
rate with some dancers achieving 90% for their

performance. The students were examined by
Simone Muller.

efforts for the youth in the community and her
support of DFA.

In December my students performed Comings
and Goings again in the end of year event at
The Joseph Stone Theatre in Athlone. Selected
students from the ICB Training Programme were
also generously blessed with a sponsorship to
attend the JDC Summer Intensive at UCT. The
children loved it. They felt that they had learnt
a range of styles and approaches to classical
training. They enjoyed meeting other students and
seeing how well they matched up in standard.

Generally, the attendance of most students is
excellent and above average in comparison to
children from more affluent areas who have so
many extra murals that they find it challenging
to attend ballet class regularly. This is most
encouraging. The parents like the fact that
students on the ICB Training Programme
have annual goals in working towards ICB
examinations as well as Royal Academy of
Dance examinations.

Parents in townships often find it difficult to commit
and support our work. There is one particular
mother, Cynthia Moyakhe, who stands out. She
takes on more than her share on behalf of other
parents by communicating with the parents and by
transporting the students! We are hoping to bring
more parents on board to assist her in her great

Annual auditions are held for the ICB Training
Programme in association with DFA. Until recently
Bongi Moyakhe, Cynthia’s son was the only boy
in my programme at DFA, but with Cynthia’s
help, we will attract many boys from the Langa
community. This will bode well for the future of
dance and for Dance For All.

The main reason I work with Dance For All
is that it is an organisation that I believe is in
a position to change lives. It also gives me
an opportunity to share and pass on a joy to
children whose lives need to be touched with
something positive. In amongst the depressing
rural communities where change is slow one
can easily lose hope and be discouraged.

The efforts to establish on-going classes in
Enquebela failed due to constant problems
with the use of the hall. There was no support
from the community or school and no
structure or commitment from the children.
And sadly there was no improvement after
a year. Five years on I still arrive at Zolani to
have to stack the chairs, sweep the floors
and wait for children who have to go home
to wash their clothes and cook before they
can attend classes. Each time I get to point
where I wonder if what I do is worthwhile, I
am encouraged by a small core group of 20
children and at the amazing miracles that have
changed the lives of three of my students.
Through the 2010 Stepping Out tour a
Canadian Family changed the life of Siphe
November. This incredible family sponsored
Siphe to audition for the Canadian National
Ballet School where he was offered a full

FIONA SARGEANT
FIONA SARGEANT

The most talented children are given the
opportunity to join me at my private classes
that are held in Montagu. This is where I am
encouraged and burst with pride at the results
of our hard work.
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scholarship to attend the school. I received a
letter from Mavis Staines, the Artistic Director
and Co-CEO, who thanked me for helping
what she called “this extraordinary young
man”. This extraordinary young man was
first cast to perform alongside the Canadian
National Ballet Company in its Christmas
season of The Nutcracker. Siphe came home
in December for two months to a hero’s
welcome from the Zolani Community. Whilst
he was home he was able to celebrate the
incredible opportunity that his brother and
cousin had been offered.
Aviwe and Mthuthuzeli November have been
part of the Zolani classes since the project
began five years ago. They have been my
most committed young men and their hard

work has paid off as the Principal of the Cape
Academy of Performing Arts, Debbie Turner,
saw their potential and offered them a threeyear bursary at CAPA. Even this wonderful
opportunity came with its challenges, as the
boys struggle to pay for their daily living while
their tuition is covered by the bursary. Thus
far they have been able to attend through
fundraising efforts and the generous support
of the Montagu Community. The Phyllis Spira
Trust is also being set up to provide support
for talented DFA children who are offered these
life changing training opportunities, but it will
need financial support for growth. Phyllis would
indeed be proud!
It is for these incredible success stories that I
persevere.

KELLY DOBBIN

The classes held twice a week in Zolani
continue to give children the encouragement
and nurturing that is often lacking at home. I
am grateful to continually be supported by
Afrika Mtikitiki and Vusumzi November, our two
trainee teachers who now assist in McGregor.
Even though the work is tough the year had
many highlights - our inclusion at the Montagu
Arts Festival and lots of other community
events. But the most rewarding was our joint
performance held in October in McGregor. It
was especially wonderful for us to be joined by
Jana and Nicola, two volunteers from Germany.
In December I was able to take 25 children for
a treat to Sea Point. In the afternoon we went
to watch the DFA end of year performance in
Athlone. The children were so proud that Aviwe
and Mthuthuzeli November got to dance!
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DANIQUE FULLARD

Unless we progress, we regress. This simple yet
profound statement is my vision for my role at
DFA…and that is to ensure the fulfilment of the
organisation’s greater vision and aim on a micro
scale, in a small, almost unassuming, and yet
potentially rich town of Bonnievale.

Having matured slightly, I can say that this past
year is marked by the challenge of many social
issues. One example is that, quite recently, I
was shocked by the arrival of one of my (quite
prized) students at my front gate, literally bruised
and battered on her arm and face, having run
from home to the only person she imagined
might help her. My love is dancing, and I am
most confident in the inspiring and teaching
thereof. This encounter with a real social case
of abuse had me stammered. Social action and
the involvement with the welfare made for an
emotionally draining time for me and my family
and it was a sure sign that this organisation
reaches very deeply into the neediest parts of
our communities. Teaching dance becomes the
easy part. What is trying is the inconsistency of
the project, which is something I am constantly
trying to stabilise. Simply put, the values that are
needed to run a dance project - commitment,
effort, dedication and vision - are not aspects
of life that are well taught and presented by
the local school and the families. Few children
come from whole, well-functioning homes. On
the other hand, this year has been great proof
that continual work does bring about substantial
development.

LORETTA DE WITT

DFA Bonnievale is just over three years old
and still very much in its infancy phase, having
begun in January 2008. I will never forget the
meeting I had with the headmaster of a local
school here, sitting in his office, trying to remain
positive while he rambled off a list of projects
before me, all unsuccessful. It was also in the
first year that a municipal worker at the hall
blatantly questioned why I am so interested in
a bunch of school children who usually spend
their time on the streets of their impoverished
community. I looked at him intently and said,
“The difference between you and I is that you
see these children for what they are, but I see
them for what they can be.” It is this enthusiasm
for unlocking and developing dance potential
which drives my effort daily, weekly and
eventually sees me through another year.

Last year, some highlights included growing
classes and support from the school. Furthermore,
the children did exceptionally well at the 2010
Montagu Youth Festival. The dancers took part
in many school functions and had the privilege
of dancing at the Weltevrede Wine Estate as the
special guests during the Wacky Wine Festival
weekend in June, as part of their children’s fund
launch. Subsequently, DFA is on their shortlist of
possible beneficiaries. The end of year concert in
McGregor taught us many lessons, and sparked
the need to work on quality and really lifting the
standard of the Rural Outreach Programme in
general. The dancers attended many workshops
and were part of a big end of year performance
for another dance academy, Danza la Vida, in

Bonnievale. We also received some donations of
clothes from DFA supporters in Cape Town, which
is always a huge blessing.
Following last year, this year was a big step up,
in the sense that we grew from a weekly class to
offering three afternoon classes per week. We
also scaled down and now offer only a junior and
a senior class. Only six special students practise
on a Friday for extra development and training.
We have also seen growth of the team this year,
with Loretta and Floors coming on board as
contracted assistants, extending our capacity.
Floors is a likely candidate for the DFA’s Teacher’s
Training Programme and Loretta is being steadily
trained to handle the younger classes.

Overall, this has been a fruitful year, despite also
saying goodbye to Elna last year, leaving me
to run the project alone for many months. The
children have improved and I have enjoyed being
more involved in school aspects. Personally, I
feel like I have developed and so this has given
way to growth in the students. Many of them
have become inspired people with bid dreams in
dancing. For some of these students, dance is all
they have, holding on to it like their one positive
hope in life.
In particular, I have really gotten more involved with
the DFA team this year, and have also benefited
from a stricter admin structure. I am excited about
many ideas that DFA has really shown willingness
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to support and fund where they can. This
is a great team and out of every year, this
past year stood out for me in terms of how
our CEO has led us. Philip knows where he
is going and he empowers his staff. Even
with the ordeal of losing a rural outreach
coordinator, the organisation’s consistency
and strength has remained a sure sign
that this is an integrity-driven and stabile
organisation. And I would like to conclude
with this statement by President Barack
Obama;
“We have a stake in one another ... what
binds us together is greater than what drives
us apart, and ... if enough people believe
in the truth of that proposition and act on it,
then we might not solve every problem, but
we can get something meaningful done for
the people with whom we share this Earth.”
Some words from Loretta:
Dit was vir my ‘n groot droom wat waar word die dag toe Danique my gevra het om deel te wees
van DFA. Ek het als vir die Here oorgegee, en tot dusver was als Sy wil wat plaasgevind het
met my deel van die DFA span. Dis is ‘n absolute eer om met Danique te kan werk. Sy is ‘n top
leermeester en het my al baie geleer van dans. Alhoewel ek gimnastiek agtergrond het, is dans
‘n hele ander taal en ek het nog baie om te leer waarna ek baie uitsien. Dit is vir my ‘n absolute
bevrediging om te sien hoe kinders leer om nie net hul emosies vry te laat nie, maar om te sien
dat hul kan groot drome droom en dit geniet deur dans passies te beoefen. Wat vir my oplettend
is in elke dansklas waarin ek kom saam leer is dat elke danser baie selfvetroue opbou, in hom or
haarself, wat hul ook die vrymoedigheid gee om hulle doelwit in die lewe suksesvol te bereik.

ROSEMARIE HOUNIET

LORETTA DE WITT

PAULINE VAN BUITENEN

In the three years I have been teaching in
Barrydale I have built up a very good working
relationship with all the school heads and the
community. At the schools I work according
to the Arts & Culture curriculum provided by
the Department of Education. I provide ballet
training to 380 students per week in this rural
area, which gives them discipline, awareness
of their bodies and most of all, joy.

were students who showed potential for ballet
during those classes.
My hope and dream for the future is that at
least one of my selected students will get the
opportunity to further their ballet career with
DFA Cape Town.

Since the Stepping Out tour last year, my
senior advanced group has been going strong
on the positive feedback they received and the
enjoyment they experienced while participating.
The enormous difference from the time before
the tour and after is extremely noticeable.

In other news, we have installed three full
length mirrors at the school hall. The money
was collected by the Barrydale Amateur
Dramatics Society and they arranged for the
mirrors to be installed. This has also made a
huge difference in teaching as all my students
can now see what they are doing and how
things should look.

This year I started a junior advanced group, in
which I currently have 12 students, selected by
my assistant Manon Erkamp and myself, from
the students I teach at all the schools. These

Barrydale as a community has really come
together in recent months. I am very proud of
my village and in the way they are supporting
DFA’s Rural Outreach Programme in Barrydale.
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GEOFFREY WRIGHT

ILSE KROGH

2010 heralded some major changes within
DFA’s McGregor programme. Our biggest
challenge was losing our two main teachers,
one shortly after the other. First Marcelle
Rosser, our young modern dance teacher
left us at the end of 2009 due to her private
classes having become too busy and a few
months thereafter, Tania Garcia-Warner.
Tania received an irresistible job offer and
unfortunately for us, couldn’t continue with
classes anymore. She was sorely missed from
the moment she stopped teaching as she was
so inspired, energetic and really the perfect
DFA teacher - in my opinion. She continued
to support us and helped out on numerous
occasions with training and choreography after
she had formally left DFA and before moving
to Spain.
At the start of 2010 I employed a talented
young mother and performance artist, Lauren
Hofmeyr, who started doing movement and
hula-hooping with the children. Afrika and
Vusumzi started coming to McGregor regularly
once a week to teach, which went really well.
We started classes in the new municipal hall
which was more accessible for the majority
of children from the village. At one stage
during the year we managed to do three farm
classes per week. This was when the Family
Centre was also running their programmes.
Our collaboration with the Family Centre has
ensured our success and we’ve been an
invaluable part of their functioning, providing
one of the quality activities for the village
children.

We had two fantastic
workshops during this
time – classes packed with
enthusiastic students!
All the villages that are a part of the DFA Rural
Outreach Programme - Zolani, Bonnievale,
Barrydale and McGregor – came together to
stage an “end of year” combined showcase.
We have put together some lovely pieces
ranging from hip-hop to contemporary
and ballet. There were also some solo
performances from very talented youngsters
as well as an inspiring performance by DFA’s
Noluyanda Mqulwana, from Cape Town, who is
now a professional dancer.
We were happy to have Jodi Jacobs join us in
February 2011 to teach ballet. As always there
has been so many social challenges overcome
throughout the year and many valuable
lessons learnt along the way.
At the time of finalising this report, we sadly
said goodbye to our McGregor teacher,
Ilse Krogh, who died on 06 August 2011.
We thank Ilse for serving DFA in her quiet,
understated way, but with passion for
making a difference in the lives of youth.

At the beginning of October, during the
holiday, we had an Art, Craft and Dance
Workshop and Afrika excelled with regard to
stamina and enthusiasm. It was a joy to work
with him.

GEOFFREY WRIGHT

GEOFFREY WRIGHT

In early August we were really blessed by
the presence of Bim Malcomson, a highly
skilled ballet teacher from the UK. We had two
fantastic workshops during this time – classes
packed with enthusiastic students! Bim was
extremely dynamic and inspired both students
and teachers.
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FRIENDS OF DFA
Alan and Silvana Silverman
Anne Hacking
Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu
Arnoni Family
Bernice Kaye
Bill Robinson and Luzette Watson
Cedric and Karen Reid
Charles and Anne Marie Aspell Rudd
Charles and Janet Withington
Charles Whaley & Ross Devenish
Cleone McMillan
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Denise Dogon
Desiree Bik
Dr Hayley Ipp
E Kaplan
Edna Fortescue
Elise Levendal
Elke Schoch
Estelle Jakobsen
Gabi Sulcas
Gerald Wainer
Geraldine French
Graham Dickason
Hank Brink
Helen Boonzaier
Hilary Morris
Illana Margolis
Ingrid Goott
Issy Silbowitz
James Fernie
Janie van der Spuy
Jennifer Finberg
Jenny Barenbrug
Jenny Davies
Jessie Liddell
Jody Spira
John J Tovey
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Judi Thomas
Katrine Collins
Linda Reich
Lynda Terblanche
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Michelle and Rodney Pachter
Mike and Clare Madden
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Peter Ottevanger
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Sue Sayers
Sybil Head
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CONTRIBUTIONS EQUIVALENT TO R10 000
AND MORE
Ackerman Family Foundation
Bokomo Foods
Colourtone Press
Dancing for the Children
Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport
E G Woods Will Trust
Freedman Family
Gray Trust
Group Five Pipe & Concrete Units
International Women’s Club
Investec Private Trusts
King Solomon Foods
Mather Trust
Moore Stephens
National Arts Council
National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund
Peter and Marlene Loffler and friends
Schwarz Trust
Shoprite Community Network
St Cyprian’s School Foundation
Stichting Intabazwe
The Mauerberger Foundation Fund
The Philip Schock Foundation
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Truworths
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At 28 February 2011
					Note		2011		
							

R		

2010
R

ASSETS

For the year ended 28 February 2011
					Note		2011		
							
INCOME					

NON-CURRENT ASSETS			

1,542,555

1,717,278

Fixed Assets 				

1,542,555

1,717,278

R		

2010
R

5,057,061

2,064,032

350,000		

200,000

900,489		
90,893		
350,000		

978,759
98,865
225,000

CURRENT ASSETS				

2,959,462

Accounts Receivable					
Cash Resources and Investments 		

-			
2,959,462
1,356,851

Department of Cultural Affairs
and Sport
				
Donations, Net Performance
Income and Sundry
			
Interest Received 				
National Arts Council				
National Lotteries Distribution
Trust Fund
				
Youth Company				
5		

TOTAL ASSETS				

4,502,017

EXPENDITURE					

3,684,169

2,889,329

Accounting and Audit Fees			
Advertising and Promotions			
Bank Charges					
Computer Expenses				
Depreciation				
Insurance				
Motor Vehicle Expenses				
Property Expenses				
Refreshments			
Salaries and Wages			
Stationery, Postage, Printing,
Photographic		
			
Telephone				
Training, Outreach, Performances 		

17,100		
57,772		
22,514		
14,520		
174,723		
42,205		
152,517		
306,242
13,555		
1,356,244

15,960
7,861
20,888
12,884
174,723
31,294
118,252
235,353
11,980
1,557,512

20,517		
62,097		
1,444,163

23,252
49,091
630,279

NET FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR FUTURE PROJECTS

1,372,892

2

1,356,851

3,074,129

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
CAPITAL AND RESERVES 			

4,328,679

2,955,787

4,328,679

2,955,787

CURRENT LIABILITIES 					

173,338

118,342

Accounts Payable 					
Phyllis Spira Foundation				

16,340
156,998

39,072
79,270

Non-Distributable Reserves		

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITES 		

3

4,502,017

3,074,129

3,365,679
-

1,096,377
(534,969)

TRANSFERRED TO NON-DISTRIBUTABLE RESERVE (1,372,892)

							

-		

(825,297)
825,297
-

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT DFA
Dance for All is a non-profit, Section 21 company. The annual cost of running
our programmes is R5 000 000. We realise the importance of diversifying our
income sources and invite you to play a valuable role in supporting us by:

DONATIONS IN KIND
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dancewear – leotards, tights, jockstraps and
shoes – for our students
Portable CD players
Blank CD’s and DVD’s
Ballet music CDs
Food and beverages for events
Pro bono design & printing of promotional
material
Professional stage lights
Performance costumes and clothes hangers
Sponsorships of DFA Christmas party for
students
Stationery, office furniture & equipment

BECOMING A FRIEND OF DFA
By committing to regular donations you will be
helping to ensure that our work not only continues
but develops, grows and thrives. As a Friend of
DFA you will receive free entry to Annual Fund
events throughout the year. Furthermore, you may
also enjoy free participation in one of DFA’s inspirational tours, which take visitors to watch classes
held at its home base in Athlone and at other teaching venues in the surrounding township areas of
Gugulethu, Nyanga, Langa and Khayelitsha.
In return, we ask for a monthly or annual donation to assist us in meeting our annual operational
costs and therefore help to ensure we continue
our work and grow our programmes.
We welcome any donation, but to qualify to be a
Friend of DFA we require a
•
Minimum monthly donation of R50 or
•
A minimum annual donation of R500
This is a loyalty programme we would like to develop by adding more benefits.
SUPPORTING OUR FUNDRAISING EVENTS
DFA hosts fundraising events and performances
which we encourage you and your friends to
attend. Our performances are known for being
dynamic and inspiring.

USING OUR SERVICES
•
Join a tour group to visit our dance classes in
action at DFA Athlone, as well as Gugulethu,
Nyanga, Langa and Khayelitsha. Tours at
R100 per person can be booked with Marlene
Carstens on 021 697 5509 or email admin@
danceforall.co.za . *These are free to Friends
of DFA.
•
Our versatile Young InSPIRAtions performing group is available for hire for events and
functions
•
Three spacious and professional studios are
available at reasonable rates
•
Costume hire from an extensive wardrobe
•
Public dance classes for adults and children at reasonable rates. Income from these
classes support our development work with
children from low income communities.

Cheques payable to Dance for All
may be posted to:
Dance for All
PO Box 385
Newlands, 7725
Direct deposits may be made to:
Account name: Dance for All
Bank: Nedbank
Account no: 104 805 5205
Branch code: 104 809
Swift code: NEDSZAJJ
Please include as eference: Your name and
telephone number. Be sure to send your
contact details with proof of payment to
fax +27 21 697 1516 or
e-mail: admin@danceforall.co.za
For further information on:
The Friends of DFA or fundraising events,
please contact Jacki Sands, DFA’s Marketing &
Events Manager, on 021 697 5509 / 082 296 4074
or email: company@danceforall.co.za
General Fundraising and Sponsorship,
please contact Rebecca Meyer, DFA’s
Fundraising Manager on 082 857 0756 or
email rebecca@danceforall.co.za

PAT BROMILOW-DOWNING

SPONSORING
•
Transport costs
•
A programme
•
A teacher

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

